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The magnetic properties of a series of inorganic saturated rings, (SiH2)n, (GeH2)n, (NH)n, (PH)n, (AsH)n, On,
Sn, and Sen (n ) 3-6), exhibit zigzag behavior with ring size resembling that of aromatic and antiaromatic
Hückel π-systems and (CH2)n rings. Computed GIAO-SCF nucleus-independent chemical shifts (NICS) and
localized (LMO) NICS analysis indicate that theσ-ring electrons are chiefly responsible for this zigzag behavior.
This evidence forσ-aromaticity is further supported by theoretical strain energy (TSE). The Hu¨ckel 4n +
2/4n aromaticity/antiaromaticity rule forπ-electron systems applies well to the smaller saturated rings.

Introduction

Aromaticity remains a central concept in organic chemistry,1,2

and its applicability to inorganic compounds is becoming ever
more apparent. The recent recognition of the aromaticity of
clusters of metal atoms is a prominent example.3,4 However,
aromaticity, like strain, electronegativity, bond order, atomic
charge, and many other highly useful chemical concepts, is a
virtual quantity, which cannot be measured directly experimen-
tally. Evaluations of aromaticity using criteria with a secure
physical basis typically depend on the choice of the frame of
reference.1,2,5Statistical analysis of a large number ofπ-electron
systems shows that the three major types of aromaticity indices,
structural, energetic, and magnetic, contain similar information
and show significant collinearity.2,6 The nucleus-independent
chemical shifts at ring centers [NICS(0)]7 or 1 Å above [NICS-
(1)]8 are newer magnetic indices that, due to their simplicity
and broad applicability to a wide range of molecules, have been
applied extensively since their introduction in 1996. Significantly
negative NICS values generally correspond to diatropic (aro-
matic) behavior, whereas positive NICS characterize their
paratropic (antiaromatic) counterparts. There is good qualitative
agreement between ring current density maps and NICS.9 NICS,
as well as other indices that vary in a zigzag pattern with the
total number ofπ-electrons in the series of annulene rings,
provides strong corroborating evidence for alternating aromatic
and antiaromatic Hu¨ckel behavior, i.e. molecules with 4n + 2
π-electrons are aromatic whereas those with 4n π-electrons are
antiaromatic.10

It was once assumed that only the higher energyπ-electrons
of cyclic conjugated molecules were capable of sufficient
delocalization to be responsible for the special properties
associated with aromaticity. Cyclopropane was recognized by
Dewar to be an exception;11 he attributed its “σ-aromaticity” to
the delocalization of the ring electrons.5b Considerable theoreti-
cal evidence, both magnetic and energetic, has firmly established
the σ-aromaticity of cyclopropane.11d For example, the strain

energy of cyclopropane is abnormally low compared to cy-
clobutane and to cyclotrisilane.12 Still, the Walsh sp2 hybridized-
CH2 model of cyclopropane bonding could be invoked to defend
the traditional view, but with the p-orbitals in the ring plane
rather than being perpendicular. But hydrogen has no energeti-
cally accessible p-orbitals, and an H6 ring, constrained toD6h

symmetry, shows benzene-like magnetic aromaticity character-
istics, which can only be due to the six delocalizedσ-electrons
in the σ-orbitals formed by hydrogen s atomic orbitals.13 The
Hückel 4n + 2/4n electron rule for aromaticity/antiaromaticity
also was applicable to otherDnh hydrogen rings.13

Unlike the extensively studied cyclicπ-electron systems,
where the changes of various aromaticity criteria with ring size
generally follow the Hu¨ckel 4n + 2/4n rule,1,10 the first sys-
tematic study of the possible aromaticity and antiaromaticity
of the saturated ring series only was published very recently.14

This investigation demonstrated that the Hu¨ckel rule was
followed for the smaller cycloalkanes. Since cyclopropane
already had been well-established to beσ-aromatic, four-
membered ring (4MR) systems were the focus of attention. Prior
evidence concerning cyclobutane was restricted to its unexpect-
edly high strain energy and some magnetic anomalies. For
example, while the13C and1H chemical shifts of cyclopropane
are shielded, they are deshielded in cyclobutane.15 The new
evidence, based on NICS and NMR computations on saturated
hydrocarbons, confirmed that three-membered rings (3MRs) are
diatropic, but established that four-membered rings (4MRs) are
paratropic.14,16 Dissected NICS8,14,17 analysis on the series of
saturated cyclic hydrocarbons [(CH2)n, n ) 3-10] showed that
the zigzag behavior of the total NICS(0) values forn ) 3-6 is
parallel to the contributions of theσ-CC bonds of the ring, while
the contributions of the CH bonds are additive, monotonic, and
always diatropic.14 Even though CH2 groups involve carbon
p-orbitals perpendicular to the ring, these do not combine to
give Hückel-like behavior.

We now report the NICS analysis of saturated inorganic rings,
comprised of main group 14, 15 (pyctogen), and 16 (chalcogen)
elements: (AH2)n, (A ) Si, Ge), (AH)n (A ) N, P, As), and
An (A ) O, S, Se), wheren ) 3-6.18 The analysis reveals
zigzag NICS variation with ring size that is due chiefly to cyclic
σ-electron delocalization. Furthermore, the magnetic evidence
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for σ-aromaticity in these inorganic saturated rings is further
supported by their strain energies (SE).

Computational Details

Geometries were optimized at B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) and
B3LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p) hybrid DFT levels19 using the Gauss-
ian98 program.20 The global minima were established after
extensive searches of alternative geometries. Harmonic vibra-
tional frequencies at B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) established the char-
acter of all stationary points and were scaled by 0.990 to give
the zero-point energies (ZPEs).21 The cyclic O5 geometry was
optimized at QCISD/6-311G(d);22 the harmonic vibrational
frequencies were calculated at HF/6-311G(d), since only a
weakly bound complex of O2 and O3 existed at B3LYP levels.
The grid used for all the DFT calculation is a pruned (99, 590)
grid.

In addition to the global minima, we also considered
constrained geometries.Dnh symmetry, imposed to enforce strict
σ-π-separation, is a reasonable approximation for (SiH2)n,
(GeH2)n, and the smaller chalcogen rings, since the energies of
these restricted forms are not high relative to the global minima.
However, the planarDnh forms of many of the pyctogen and
the larger chalcogen rings suffer from wave function instability;
as a consequence, the computed magnetic properties are
unreliable and have not been reported. Hence, our second set
of pyctogen rings had imposedCnV symmetry with all the
hydrogens on the same side of the planar heavy atom ring. The
results on all these constrained geometries are reported in the
Supporting Information.

Total strain energies (TSE) at 0 K were calculated for
saturated inorganic rings (lowest energy conformers) at the
B3LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p) level using the following homo-
desmotic reactions:23

for A ) Si and Ge

for A ) N, P, and As

for A ) O, S, and Se
NICS values using the gauge-individual atomic orbitals

(GIAO) method24 at the B3LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3LYP/6-
311+G(3df,2p) level were computed with Gaussian98.20 Dis-
sected localized MO (LMO) NICS were computed by the
individual gauge for localized orbitals (IGLO) method25 at the
PW91/IGLO-III//B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level with the deMon
NMR program.26 NICS(0) values are in the geometric ring
centers and NICS(1) values are 1 Å along the principle (z) axis
perpendicular to the average heavy atom plane. When there are
two values of NICS(1) (on opposite sides of nonplanar rings;
see the Supporting Information), these are quite close to one
another and only their average is discussed below. The NICS-
(0)zz and NICS(1)zz tensor components27 also were computed.
Again, only the average NICS(1)zz is discussed.

Results and Discussion

NICS Values and Dissected NICS Analysis.Total NICS
values of all the species calculated both by GIAO and by the
IGLO LMO dissection method are available in Tables S2-S9
of the Supporting Information.

The total GIAO NICS(1) vs ring size plot (Figure 1, left)
reveals pronounced zigzag variations [those for (SiH2)n and
(GeH2)n are dampened considerably]. Such alternating NICS-
(1) behavior follows the Hu¨ckel 4n + 2e rule, counting the
number ofσ-electrons of the ring bonds. NICS(1) of the groups
15 and 16 3MRs are highly negative, while those of the 4MRs
are very positive. NICS(1) of the five-membered rings (5MRs)
are quite negative, but those for the six-membered rings (6MRs)
become more positive. It has been suggested that the NICSzz

tensor component (describing the response to an external
magnetic field perpendicular to the ring) should reflect the ring
current more accurately.28 While NICSzz is found to be a good
measure ofπ-aromaticity and antiaromaticity, comparison of
parts a and b of Figure 1 shows that the NICS(1) index gives
very similar ring size trends. The same is true of the total GIAO
NICS(0) values (see the Supporting Information for details).

We focus here on the results of the IGLO LMO NICS(0)
dissections. These give the contributions of the ring AAσ-bonds,
those of AHσ-bonds, and the lone pairs. (The core electron
contributions are negligible.) The plots in Figures 2-4 reveal
the trends in the LMO details of the NICS behavior. Note that
these plots are versus 1/R, i.e., in the reverse order of ring size.

While there are small zigzag SiSi and GeGe bond trends
(Figure 2), the dissected AH NICS contributions are larger in

Figure 1. Correlation of (a) NICS(1) and (b) NICS(1)zz (calculated at
the GIAO-B3LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p) level)
versus ring size.

Figure 2. NICS at the ring center of (SiH2)n (left) and (GeH2)n (right)
versus 1/R (whereR is the average distance between the ring center
and the Si atoms). NICS(0), LMO contributions of SiSi/GeGe bonds
and SiH/GeH bonds calculated with the PW91/IGLO-III//B3LYP/6-
311+G(d,p) method are shown.

(AH2)n + nAH3AH3 ) nAH3AH2AH3 (1)

(AH)n + nAH2AH2 ) nAH2AHAH2 (2)

An + nHAAH ) nHAAAH (3)
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magnitude and largely determine the total NICS(0) values, which
are always diatropic.

The much larger magnitude and more pronounced zigzag
NICS(0) variations of the pyctogen (A) N, P, and As) series
of (AH)n rings (Figure 3) are due almost entirely to the AA(σ)
NICS(0) contributions. Theσ-NH, σ-PH, andσ-AsH effects
are insignificant and the fluctuations of the lone pair electron
contributions are very small.

The OO(σ), SS(σ), and SeSe(σ) contributions also dominate
the zigzag NICS(0) behavior of the An chalcogen rings (Figure
4). As each O, S, and Se atom has two lone pairs,π-type orbitals
very similar to those in the Hu¨ckel annulene rings (Table 1)
are present. Therefore, the total lone pair contributions in the
An rings fluctuate more than those of the (AH)n molecules.
However, they are still diatropic and relatively small.

Like the cycloalkanes,14 the inorganic cycles studied here
show remarkable zigzag NICS behavior with ring size. The total
σ-bond ring electron count is decisive: 3MRs and 5MRs rings
with 4n + 2 electrons have lower or even very negative NICSs,
whereas 4MRs and 6MRs rings with 4n electrons have higher
or even very positive NICSs. The cyclosilanes and the cycloger-
manes, where the total SiSi and GeGeσ-bond influence is small
compared with the omnipresent diatropic SiH and GeH bond
contributions, are exceptions. Otherwise, theσ-aromatic/σ-

antiaromatic pattern of the saturated rings follows that of the
archetypal cyclicπ-conjugated systems; i.e., they can be
σ-aromatic or σ-antiaromatic, depending on the total ring
electron count.

Dissected NICS confirms that the contributions of the ring
σ-bonds are responsible for the zigzag behavior of the total
NICS(0) values. The total ringσ-bond contributions of all the
molecules studied here and previously14 show remarkable
alternating behavior with ring size. The 4n + 2/4n electron rule,
based on the number of ring bond electrons, is followed. The
total ring σ-bond contributions of the 3MRs and 5MRs are
negative (sometimes very negative), whereas contributions of
the 4MRs and 6MRs are less negative (or even quite positive).

The carbon framework of the basic Hu¨ckel aromatic (CH)x
set also exhibits pronounced alternating 4n + 2 σ-electron
behavior: even though all theσ-CC contributions to NICS(0)
are paratropic, their magnitude fluctuates.17 Thus, the IGLO
LMO σ-CC NICS(0) totals are+10.2 (cyclopropenium ion),
+36.0 (planar cyclobutadiene dication),+10.7 (cyclopentadienyl
anion),+13.8 (benzene), and+12.6 (tropylium cation). As noted
earlier, theseσ-CC contributions reduce the net total diatropic
NICS(0) value of benzene and actually contribute most of the
paratropic total NICS(0) to cyclobutadiene.17

Some researchers have found that total NICS(0) values of
someπ-systems do not give the same information as other
indices characterizingπ-aromaticity/antiaromaticity.29,30Instead,
the use of NICS(1) or NICS(1)zz values greatly improves the
agreement between NICS and other aromaticity indices, since
the complicating contributions fromσ-electrons, although large
at the ring center, fall off more rapidly than the contributions
of π-electrons.17 However, for systems where theσ-aromatic/
antiaromatic character also is prominent, the inconsistency
between NICS indices and otherπ-electron aromaticity criteria
may still exist, especially when the aromaticity/antiaromaticity
of theσ- andπ-systems are different. NICS indices also include
contributions from the paratropic/diatropicσ-ring, while most
other indices depend onπ-effects and do not respond to
σ-aromaticity/antiaromaticity. As we have shown recently, the
aromatic 4MR C4H4

2+, NICSzz value is very positive (+35.9)
at the ring center (due to theσ effect) and is still+9.4 at 0.5 Å
above the ring, while for C4H4

2- with strongerπ-aromaticity,
the NICSzz value at the ring center is just+8.3 and becomes
-11.4 ppm 0.5 Å above the ring.27

Molecular Orbital Analysis. Examination of the valence
MOs of Sn rings (Table 1) shows that theσ-type MOs formed
primarily by the valenceσ-AOs mirror the symmetries of the
Hückel orbitals of cyclicπ-electron systems (also see ref 31).
Hence,σ-aromaticity/σ-antiaromaticity also should follow the
4n + 2 and 4n electron rules. The highly symmetrical “radial”
Walsh 3MR orbital, formed by p-orbitals pointing inward, is
found in all the rings (see Table 1 and ref 31). Cremer proposed
in 19885b that this surface-delocalized orbital is largely respon-
sible for the highlyσ-aromatic character of cyclopropane. While
individual radial orbitals of this type may also be favorable in
larger systems, thetotal contributions of all the Walsh-type
orbitals in cycloalkanes also show a zigzag trend with increasing
ring size.14 Therefore, the bondingσ-type ring MOs are
responsible for the alternating aromatic/antiaromatic behavior
of the cyclic saturated molecules. Note that the contributions
of the LPs and MH (M) Si, Ge, N, P, As) bonds always are
diatropic.

Total Strain Energies (TSE). The strain energies of these
saturated cyclic molecules have been studied extensively (see
refs 23 and 32 and papers cited). However, many effects

Figure 3. NICS at the ring center of (NH)n (left), (PH)n (middle), and
(AsH)n (right) versus 1/R (whereR is the average distance between
the ring center and the ring atoms). NICS(0), contributions of NN/PP/
AsAs bonds, lone pairs (LP), and NH/PH/AsH bonds calculated with
the PW91/IGLO-III//B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) method are shown.

Figure 4. NICS at the ring center of On (left), Sn (middle), and Sen
(right) versus 1/R (whereR is the average distance between the ring
center and the ring atoms). The LMO NICS(0) contributions of OO/
SS/SeSe bonds as well as the lone pair (LP) sums are calculated with
the PW91/IGLO-III//B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) method.
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contribute to the TSEs, e.g., bond angle deformation, A-H bond
strengthening due to rehybridization, 1,3- and torsional interac-
tions, lone pair repulsions, as well asσ-aromaticity and
antiaromaticity.11 As many of these effects should change
smoothly with ring size, the zigzag correlations of the total strain
energy with ring size can be attributed to the aromatic/
antiaromatic contributions.13

Note that the cyclic (SiH2)n and (GeH2)n behavior is
exceptional; their strain energies decrease monotonically with
the increase in ring size. The cyclosilane data fit an exponential

decay function (with correlation coefficient 0.993, Figure 5).
The very small variations of the (SiH2)n and (GeH2)n NICS(1)
values in Figure 1 also are exceptional. Silicon and germanium
do not rehybridize appreciably11d and only exhibit highly
attenuatedσ-aromaticity/antiaromaticity effects.

This is demonstrated dramatically by comparing the magni-
tude of the NICS(0) values at the centers of theσ-aromatic cages
(Figure 6): compare tetrahedrane (-48.3),14 Td P4 (-59.7),14

andTd As4 (-56.0)33 with Td (SiH)4 (-3.2) and (GeH)4 (+14.8;
note the change in sign). Theσ-antiaromatic cubane-type cages

TABLE 1: Valence Molecular Orbitals of the Cyclic Sn (n ) 3-6) Moleculesa

a The orbital energies are given in hartrees. The MOs are sorted according to their similar features rather than their energies.
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behave in the same manner, except that NICS(0) has the opposite
sign (Figure 6): cubane (+23.1),14 cubic P8 (+43.4),14 and cubic
As8 (+37.8)34 may be compared with octasilacubane,Oh (SiH)8
(+8.2) and (GeH)8 (+11.2).

Remarkably, the TSEs of theσ-antiaromatic four-membered
groups 15 and 16 rings always arehigher than those of the
σ-aromatic three-membered rings, despite the greater angle strain
of the latter.σ-Aromatic stabilization seems to be a major
contributor to (PH)5 and (AsH)5 as well, since their TSEs are
smaller than those of the corresponding six-membered rings.
For (CH2)5, (SiH2)5, (GeH2)5, O5, S5, and Se5 molecules,
aromatic stabilization does not dominate the TSE. The TSEs
of cyclic (GeH2)5 and (NH)5 are comparable to those of the
(GeH2)6 and (NH)6 rings, respectively.

Gimarc et al. have studied the strain energies of main-group
homoatomic rings [(CH2)n, (SiH2)n, (NH)n, (PH)n, On and Sn,
with n ) 3-8] in detail using MP2/6-31G(d) data.32 They
attributed the strain energy maxima found for (NH)4 and (PH)4
to lone pair-lone pair repulsions. However, these repulsions
are present in all such rings to varying extents. Our examination
of the rotational barriers of acyclic models indicates that lone
pair repulsions are small. Most recently, Ma et al. explained
the unusual stability of (PH)5-type rings to the cyclic delocal-
ization of lone pairs through hyperconjugation with the ring
PP bonds.35 As such interactions only are possible in puckered
structures, the very large strain energy ofIh P20, in which all

the five-membered rings are planar, was cited as evidence.
However, the strain energies of C20H20, Si20H20, Ge20H20, and
Sn20H20 are much lower because of the tetrahedral substitution
of all the heavy atoms. A recent investigation shows that the
high degree of angle strain is a more probable cause of the
unusually high strain energy of P20, where all the PPP angles,
constrained to 108°, are widened36 considerably from the ideal
ca. 90° value. Our model computations indicate that this
constraint alone would increase the strain energy by over 80
kcal mol-1! While C5V (PH)5, whose structure resembles that
of a P5 face ofIh P20, has a-8.2 IGLO-NICS(1) value, the P20

NICS is+0.6 at the cage center and only-1.7 in the center of
an angle-deformed P5 face (GIAO). Hence, P20 lacks aromatic
(or antiaromatic) character.

Six-membered rings often are used as “strainless” reference
structures for TSE evaluations, but this is not appropriate here.
Most of the TSEs for the six-membered rings calculated using
homodesmotic reactions 1-3 are positiVe.23b,32 Our NICS
analysis shows that such positive TSEs can be attributed at least
in part toσ-antiaromatic destabilization of the 6MRs.

Conclusions

The zigzag behavior of NICS values and other properties of
saturated main group element rings as they increase in size are
manifestations of alternatingσ-aromaticity andσ-antiaromatic-
ity. This behavior has been demonstrated by dissected NICS
analysis of An main group element rings to be due primarily to
the interactions of the electrons comprising the ring AA bonds,
rather than the AH bonds or the lone pairs. Simple counting of
ring σ-bond electrons fits well with the Hu¨ckel 4n + 2/4n rule
for planarπ-systems: three- and five-membered saturated rings
are aromatic while four- and six-membered rings are antiaro-
matic. The symmetries of theσ-ring MOs formed primarily by
σ-type atomic orbitals are similar to those of the delocalized
π-MOs in planar conjugated rings. Computed strain energies
and proton chemical shifts substantiate the existence ofσ-aro-
maticity andσ-antiaromaticity in saturated ring systems.

The accumulating evidence indicates thatσ-aromaticity and
σ-antiaromaticity extends to cage systems and may be as general
asπ-aromaticity andπ-antiaromaticity of rings. According to
the total NICS(0) values in the cage centers, main group
tetrahedral molecules, like P4 and As4, are highly aromatic,14

whereas their cubic P833 and As834 counterparts are highly
antiaromatic. This conclusion, which supports and extends
earlier observations, has significant implications for main group
inorganic as well as organic and structural chemistry.
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